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Miraculous ladybug' s yoyo

In: Objects, Magical Objects, Weapons, Miraculous Tools First episode: Latest episode: The Bubble Miraculous New York I Can Do Amazing Things With My Yo-yo. The queue goes on forever, and I can use it to move around or tie my opponents up. I can even make it spin super fast to use it as a shield. -Marinette
Dupain-Cheng, Marinette's Double Life The Yo-yo is the instrument of the Ladybug Miraculous. The current owner of the yo-yo is Marinette Dupain-Cheng, who uses it as the superhero Ladybug. Appearance The yo-yo is a red circle with a smooth surface of red with five black spots in a quincunx pattern, resembled
Ladybug's earrings in allied mode. Ladybug usually attaches it around her hips when she doesn't use them. The length of the string is unlimited and can be controlled by willpower. [1] The rope is black and at the end of the string has a small red hoop to put the finger. In Stalac Mode, as seen in Frozer, the yo-yo has a
different look, with black hen corners over it instead of patches. Capabilities The yo-yo is extremely versatile. Ladybug uses it as a weapon, both offensive and defensive, to hit enemies with it like a projectile or tie them up with its rope. It works like a grapple hook, of which Ladybug can swing and use to travel far
distances. The yo-yo's string never runs out and is unbreakable. When swung into a circle very quickly, it illuminates and creates a pink shield capable of deflecting and resisting strong attacks. In Stormy Weather, Ladybug uses the yo-yo's shield to protect herself and Cat Noir from a bus launched at them by tearing a
hole through it. In Gigantitan, the string of the yo-yo is strong enough to cut through the Eiffel Tower. It can create safety nets used to catch people to fall or even something as big as a police car and even a helicopter. The yo-yo becomes willing to purify an akuma. The yo-yo is useful for some of Ladybug's special
abilities. When something corrupts or infects an object or animal, such as butterflies infected with the Butterfly's energy to become acumas, the yo-yo can catch them and purely turn to normal. [2] The yo-yo opens, shows glowing pink energy, and it closes around the infected animal or object. It opens up again with them
cured or cleaned, like acumas purified again in plain butterflies or Mr. Trump's parents. The yo-yo can contain things larger than the yo-yo itself, and it can hold more than one object at once, from a stuffed animal to a large swarm of acumas. The yo-yo is also used for Lucky Charm: Ladybug throws the yo-yo into the air,
and it releases a pink energy that an object that Ladybug uses to save the day. However, the Lucky Charm is also Ladybug's weakness because, as it is used in the middle of the subpoeonment process, she cannot use the yo-yo to attack or defend until the process is finished, as seen in if the process is interrupted. One
side of the yo-yo can slide open, revealing a screen. With this, Ladybug can use the yo-yo as a tracker, a card, a communicator to contact Cat Noir, or a mobile phone. In addition, it can access the internet, as seen in Simon Say and Pixelator. In and out of Aqua Mode, the yo-yo can also work as a breathing apparatus for
those unable to breathe underwater, such as Kim in Syren, Ladybug herself in Queen Wasp and Reverse, and Otis in Mayura (Heroes Day - Part 2). In Backwards, it's been revealed that the yo-yo can store or hold other objects like letters, and it also has its own timer. The yo-yo can also purify amoks, as seen in
Miraculer. Also seen in Weredad and Miraculer, if the container does not use the Miraculous Ladybug (superpower) due to no Lucky Charm, the force can be activated by using the yo-yo. While under the power of fusion with the dragon miraculously, the yo-yo's shield making ability was expanded when combined with
the Water Dragon in Miracle Queen. Observing Episodes Comics and Books Other Trivia In concept art and test animation in the 2014 license video, the yo-yo seems to have more capabilities, such as being able to split in half to become a staff, generating a wing-like shield, and exploding like a bomb. These capabilities
have not yet been seen in the display. In Copycat, one side of the yo-yo can be seen with reverse colors (black with red spots) at times, such as when Ladybug uses it as a communicator. Thomas Astruc said it was a mistake that could not be fixed. Antibug also uses a yo-yo like Ladybug's, except that the colors of the
yo-yo are flipped over to black with red spots. When not worn, the rope is black, but when wrapped around Ladybug's waist, the rope is red as her costume. It is currently unknown whether or not this is an ongoing error from the authors. A recurring gag involving the yo-yo has cat Noir hit on the head with it, usually by
accident, but sometimes on purpose when Ladybug is annoyed by one of his comments or to prove a point. What she also does with her staff as Lady Noir in Reflekdoll. This is the first miraculous tool based on a toy that precedes the Bees Miraculous's spinning top and the Mouse Miraculous's jump rope. The yo-yo is
the first miraculous tool introduced necessary for a container to access their superpower. Ladybug's yo-yo can purify several akumas at a time, as seen in Stoneheart and Mayura. Hint that the yo-yo infinite space may have that is one of the laws of Anime physics called the magic satchel, if it can hold or store things
larger than an akuma like a stuffed toy or a letter. In Animan, Ladybug mentions that stringing the yo-yo is unbreakable. In Miraculous Adventures 4, the yo-yo can also purify or clean other objects that are not affected by an akuma, as Mr. Trump has said. In Dark Owl, it was revealed the yo-yo also had an over
communicator and camera so the can communicate with others. In Captain Hardrock and Simon Say, the string of the yo-yo is shown to be able to keep the weight of a police car and helicopter with ease, meaning it is capable of holding a weight of 1000-3000 pounds or more. It can even stop speeding up buses and



trains that are even heavier. As seen in Backwards, anything stored in the yo-yo can be transferred to Marinette's purse when she's not changed and stays in her yo-yo when she's changed. In Jeremy Zag's Instagram, Ladybug's yo-yo gets a new look, although it's unknown if it's a result of her becoming a guardian, the
effect of a fusion form, transformational power on form or another reason. [4] Gallery Click here to view the gallery. Reference Objects Magical Objects Weapons Miraculous Tools Deutsch Español Français Polski Português do Brazil Русский Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted.
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Scratch. Miraculous Ladybug's YoYo - Compact Caller vs Makeup YoYoThis is a review I'd love to make much sooner since I think that the Ladybug Compact Caller is one of the most important toys this Christmas (it's sold everywhere here), but life happens and I have no time before. Oh, good. It's still cool toys and I
wanted to ^_^————Let's start with the Compact Caller! Like I said, it here seems to be the go-to to toy this Christmas. I don't know how Ladybug has become so crazy popular in Spain, but I'm so happy that it's doing so well! It has also replaced the Paw Patrol as the ubiquitous franchise, and however it happens,
thank you! The packaging of the Caller is very eye-popping, with vibrant colors (Ladybug started to suffer the same pink as Spiderman, but thank goodness isn't very scattered... yet) and a multi-tiered shape that makes it easy to see even in the all-black-and-save Miraculous Ladybug aisle. The front is open enough to
see all the available cards: And the backs show them all, plus instructions and a not-very-excited girl: The 9 friends you can talk to are: Ladybug, Marinette, Tikki, Chat Noir, Adrien, Plagg, Marinette's mother, Marinette's father and Alya (who has Marinette in her photo). It's a lot of Marinette-centric toys, is what I mean.
The however, is too obvious to my taste. At least it closes (with a rotation), which wasn't initially obvious at first I wondered if the cards were electronically themselves, but this toy works pretty much in the same was as the Teletia S of PGSM: press certain keys (in this case, the four peripheral buttons) in a certain order
and then press the call button, and the character answer depends on the key combination. It works without cards just the same. The Teletia had it better in that the numbers on the card were obscured and only could be read when the card was inserted, because the screen had a filter that made the number combination
visible. However, you can also try random numbers, all the sentences are pre-recorded anyway. This is the Spanish version of the toys, so all the recordings are in Spanish. It's not as usual as it should (I look at you, Disney!) and I'm glad ZAG bothered to make this toy's fun actually accessible to the kids. On the other
hand, they didn't bother enough to choose recordings that made sense in a so-called 'caller'. Each character says random sentences of random episodes. I didn't try very hard, but maximum I got is two sentences per character, and they're pretty stupid - Marinette's mom tells her to wait for the customers in the store, or
Adrien says that he's going to pick up some water... I would complain more, but I'm too embarrassed by the fact I could put most of the sentences, so that's it. Now the real reason I got it myself - how good is the Compact Caller as atrezzo? The size is very good! Well, I'm small for an adult, but I love his weight and
shape on my hand, practically the same as the real thing. Still not perfect, since the back is smooth with the spots just painted: And the front has a phone symbol at the front, which is also a very well-hidden light:(Remember to turn it off or Adrien will keep calling to tell you about water!) So I recommend it as a toy for any
young fan, while collectors will probably have something closer to the real thing.—————Let's now moves on to this little thing I found by chance. This one isn't as easy to find as the Caller, but is cheaper and, in my opinion, more interesting: the Makeup YoYo.It's one of those stupid 'toys' that actually just glorifies
containers of cheap makeup. Again, the packaging is cute and attractive and can you see everything you get, while the back proclaims that with this you'll be 'like Ladybug or Marinette' (do kids like Marinette better than Ladybug? Why are each of these toys so focused on her?), plus lots of information about the cheap
makeup that your kids are going to spread everywhere, including their faces: Here we're all the contents: As you can see, the lids open straight, and the one opening in a corner is actually loose and just as packed for display purposes. You have to push it in place yourself. There's a doorbag lid on the makeup, but
everything is flashing barely held by a small piece of.. tough something. Very easy to remove, hardly any power required. The makeup went straight to the but still I have to say that this is such a generic palette. They didn't even try to get a Marinette-inspired palette or something. Oh, good. And how does this toy pass the
atrezzo test? With flying colors! I love it! OK, it's a tad small: But the back is much better than the Caller's, wit the spots are raised and look just like those in front:(the sticker can be removed, no benefits)And the best part, and a very pleasant surprise: it's a working joyo! And a pretty decent one. I surprise myself jo
yoyoing between takes, it's just so easy. Even before I opened these toys, I worked on a design to include so many features of the original on a homemade one, but I doubted that the yoyo part was achievable - now I know that it!—————-So, which Ladybug yoyo do you like better? Is there any other version out there
that I have yet to see? Seeing more posts like this on Tumblr #miraculous ladybug #ladybug #tales of ladybug and cat noir #make #yoyo #atrezzo #toy #toy review #zag #zag heroes #miraculous #playline #compact caller #compact Oooops, I did it again. I ran into yet another Ladybug Yoyo toying akeaand... Here we
are. Here you are the Butterfly Compact! This new version of Bandai of the item is based on the bee bee, small butterfly scene we see in each episode. That's all the contents in the box: The projectiles have formed the white butterflies and they're super beautiful: On the other hand, the 'compact' is big to a ridiculous
point: Seriously, look at the size compared to the caller (left) and the cheapest makeup holder (right):This thing is huuuge. Press the 'button' on the pre-releases (mechanically) the wing flaps and shoot the butterfly as it is previously positioned and 'loaded'. The butterfly can also be shot with the flaps already open. And if
the compact is 'on' and has batteries, press the button also activates music! There are two melodies that alternate: the music of the akuma capture and the end (or instrumental opening, if you will). The interior of the compact is really pretty much too, with shaped butterflies all over: A warning for parents: this thing is
fucking hard. For real. And there's no volume control whatsoever... I decided to cover the speaker with glue and it helped a little bit - sound was a little distorted from the start, so no noticeable loss on that side. And here, the quick review of my last Ladybug Yoyo concludes. I hope it's been ^_^ What do official yoyo likes
you from being the best so far? This is my last addition to my Ladybug compact collection, and also the weirdest, though this would be expected as it is not an atrezzo-like toy, but a regular Ladybug-branded product found in Claire's. This version of the compact is... a compact. A real one. It is also more inspired by than
an accurate reproduction. The compact is formed black, slightly see-through plastic inflicted with glare - the perfect balance between cool and girly. The top features a dynamic version of the series' compact compact Be miraculously written on shiny gold (very elegant and eye-catching!) while the bottom is rubbery and full
of black marks inserted. More on that in a second. When opened. a spring keeps the compact open at a 180º angle: Most compact wear either two mirrors or a mirror and makeup (blush, foundation, something like that). It's not very child-friendly, now, is it? This compact is different. If you press the flexible rubber bottom:
The compact turns into a hairbrush! I don't know if spring is strong enough to allow the mirror to be used as brush handle, but that's probably why 180º is the fixed position of this compact when it's open: What do you think of this design? I find it very smart! The size is very nice for a portable item. You can't make your
hair with it, but it can help with few fixes on-the-go: Thanks for the detailed spoilers, random local toy store... but hey, new Miraculous Ladybug dolls! So I haven't seen the Marinette and Chloe dolls in new fashions in the wild, but yesterday I ran into a Queen Bee doll. On the back, as usual, more puppets of the variety
are displayed. Along with the Daring Ladybug we already know, there's Rena Rouge! I spotted (ha!) a new Ladybug doll! It's SnowBug, a luxury doll loosely based on Ladybug's ice power on. I say luxury because her price is almost the same as the Ladybug and Chat Noir doll set. Her clothes are very... Santa-like, but
fancy enough to justify the luxury-pop price tag, I guess. They kept the cool supplements, namely the tiara and the girdle:I don't know why in the world they didn't attach the tiara to her head... Her cape is also detailed, with a pretty gem as a closing button and a fluffy hood: It's like Daring Ladybug 2.0 - not only is this
outfit completely unrelated to the actual show, but it takes the place of an actual ice-skating Ladybug: the show's outfit adorns the box hints that it's the doll we get for this gimmick. The back of the box shows two more puppets down the line, both as, uh, creative as this one: AquaBug (loosely based on Ladybug's aquatic
power up) and FantasyBug (I don't really have an explanation for this one). However, the Christmas toy catalogue shows this one only. Work on the Daring Ladybug doll! I haven't seen the doll again, not even in the same store I first saw her, and the Marinette and Chloe dolls depicted on the back of her box are nowhere
to be seen...... but on my last visit to a Toys R Us, I went into this 'Daring Ladybug and Antibug' doll set! So Daring Ladybug (whatever she is, toy designers need to design, right?) and her butterfly supplement (same) can also be bought alongside Antibug (which seems to be exactly the same doll already available by
herself) and her sword (also available with solo pop). Sailor Moon - 1/1 Luna P (soft toy)This beautiful plushie is an arcade prize that forms part of the Sailor Moon 20th anniversary wave of merchandise. Finally, a life-size Luna P! Yes! ^o^Do it's totally a must-have must-have those looking for Sailor Moon atrezzo. It's soft
and cuddly, and unlike the previously marketed pillow version, it's also pretty much a sphere and its face details are embroidered instead of printed. Atrezzo-wise, this version is much better than ^_^ even with the string included for the soft to be hung up. Well, I said it's 'life size', but it's actually huge. Luna P looks
smaller than that in some illustrations ^^; When I keep it, its size looks very accurate ... that is, if I was Chibiusa at the beginning of season 2! But I'm bigger than that! Anyway, it makes me feel very Chibiusa-like, which is a cool feature :3 Despicable Me - Agnes' Fluffy Unicorn PlushIt's So Fluffy I WANNA DIE! &gt;w&lt;I
proudly present one of my favorite atrezzo-like softies: Agnes' fluffy unicorn! From one of the most memorable scenes from Despicable Me, a funny and heartwarming film you should quite see if you haven't already - seriously, you'll have a good laugh and his messages about family are very sweet and great for kids.
Well, I said atrezzo, but mine is more of a miniature: As much as I'd like a life-size one, I have to admit that mine is much more ^^; And it's just so cute in this size! Actually, it was a gift from my dad while we were on a mini-trip for me to attend a job interview, and I promised to take this little pal with me when I had to
move for work-related reasons, so yes, this size is more practical. But a girl can dream... His eyes don't seem to be 100% film-accurate, but according to his labels, it's official merchan of Despicable Me 2. One of them features this cute minion: Since we're posting pop news now... I just ran into this doll the other day.
She's called Daring Ladybug and is the same Ladybug as always (already available by herself, in a set with Chat Noir and with a set of flashy wings), but for some reason she wears another outfit with a skirt and a black area. Also, instead of her open compact, her supplement is three white butterflies (formed together). I
don't really know what's going on... Is it spoiled? Or creative merchan? The back shows two more dolls to come, Marinette and Chloe in new outfits. Marinette's ponytail is a pop-only thing for sure, because her hair is too short for this in the series. And she wears red instead of her signature pink... Weeeird. Chloe's
clothes are also boring colorwhise. The NutcrackerFor the first time in my entire life, I hadn't arrived at my parents' by the time Christmas. So for my visit, my mom has a Christmas tree! This is the first time the house has not been decorated at all... Ages! I couldn't believe my eyes... So of course I took advantage of my
mother's beautiful tree to set up a photoshoot for my artisan German nutcrat :3I bought him for my atrezzo collection while in Germany. I was a fan of the Nutcracker by Hoffmann since I was obsessed with the Canadian film version, 'The Nutcracker Prince', as a child. My Two Nutcracker Nutcracker (so far) has also
been featured here - an old Spanish one with the original illustrations by Karin Shubert, and a very ordinary German one that I hope to be able to read in the future, as German is the original language. So the moment I saw the store 'Das Sachsenhaus' in Berlin with his giant nutcrat outside, I knew I wasn't leaving the
country without an actual German nutcraper, and he had to be as big as that of the cartoon movie, and also looked as similar to him as possible. And there he is! &gt;ou&lt;I decided to start a new Christmas tradition: every year I'll get my beloved Nutcracker out of his cardboard prison at the bottom of the dresser for the
Christmas season and he has time until the end of the holidays to turn into a magical prince and take me to that country of sweets and dolls. If he fails, back to cardboard prison with him! And better luck next year, sweetheart! As much as an encantada ... See it in the app Show More
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